M&P®380 SHIELD™ EZ® PISTOL
WITH CRIMSON TRACE® GREEN LASERGUARD®

M&2.0™ by Smith&Wesson®
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M&P 380 SHIELD™ EZ®
CRIMSON TRACE® GREEN LASERGUARD®

3.675” BARREL • 380 AUTO • MANUAL THUMB SAFETY • SKU: 12610
NO THUMB SAFETY • SKU: 12611

3.675“ BARREL • 380 AUTO • MANUAL THUMB SAFETY • SKU: 12610
NO THUMB SAFETY • SKU: 12611
**M&P® 380 SHIELD™ EZ® PISTOL WITH CRIMSON TRACE® GREEN LASERGUARD®**

**AMBIDEXTROUS MANUAL THUMB SAFETY**
SKU: 12610

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Model:** M&P® 380 Shield™ EZ®
- **SKU:**
  - 12610 - Manual Thumb Safety
  - 12611 - No Thumb Safety
- **Frame Size:** Compact Slim
- **Caliber:** 380 AUTO
- **Action:** Internal Hammer Fired
- **Capacity:** 8+1 Rounds
- **Barrel Length:** 3.675" (9.3 cm)
- **Front Sight:** White Dot
- **Rear Sight:** Adjustable White Dot
- **Frame Width (Less Controls):** 1.05" (2.7 cm)
- **Overall Height (Including Sights):**
  - 5.0" (12.7 cm)
  - 6.7" (17.0 cm)
- **Sight Radius:**
  - 5.65" (14.4 cm)
  - 6.7" (17.0 cm)
- **Grip:**
  - Polymer
- **Weight:**
  - 12610 - 19.1 oz. (541.5 g)
  - 12611 - 18.9 oz. (535.8 g)
- **Barrel Material:** Stainless Steel - Armornite® Finish
- **Slide Material:** Stainless Steel - Armornite® Finish
- **Frame Material:** Polymer
- **Finish:** Black
- **UPC Code:**
  - SKU: 12610 - 022188878486
  - SKU: 12611 - 022188878677

**OTHER FEATURES**
- Ships with Installed Crimson Trace® Green Laserguard®
- Instinctive Activation™ - Laser is activated when the pistol is held in natural firing grip.
- Master On/Off Switch
- User Adjustable Windage & Elevation
- Battery Life & Type: 2 Hours- 1/3 N 3V Lithium Battery

**With Crimson Trace® Green Laserguard®**

- Ships with Installed Crimson Trace® Green Laserguard®
- **Magazines Include** Easy to Load Button
- **Grip Safety** Grip pistol to fire.
- **Easy to Rack** Chambers the first round effortlessly in every shooter’s hand

**Armornite® finish is a hardened nitride finish that provides:**
- Enhanced corrosion resistance, greatly improved wear resistance, decreased surface roughness, reduced light reflection and increased surface lubricity.

**Grip Safety**
- Grip pistol to fire.

**Magazines Include**
- Easy to Load Button

**Easy to Rack**
- Chambers the first round effortlessly in every shooter’s hand
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